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1. Introduction

A substantial literature has arisen that compares the
wealth effect due to housing wealth fluctuations with
the wealth effect due to financial wealth fluctuations
(E.g., see Edison and Sløk (2001), Case et al. (2005) and
Shirvani and Wilbratte (2011)). This issue is important
because both of these kinds of wealth fluctuations have
played major (albeit likely intertwined) roles in trigger-
ing and/or extending major macroeconomic episodes in
the last few decades and because a fluctuation in each
of these household wealth variables calls out for a
different set of preventive and/or reactive government
policies. Some studies argue that the transitory nature
of the changes in stock prices causes them to have a
smaller impact on consumption than changes of similar
size in the value of other assets – e.g., Benjamin et al.
(2004); Case et al. (2013). However, Dvornak and
Kohler (2007) find opposite results in modeling the
seven provinces of the Australian economy, where fluctu-
ations in financial wealth appear to have larger impacts
than fluctuations in housing wealth. Belsky (2010)
found similar consumption effects from real estate and
corporate equity fluctuations, both at a magnitude of
5.5 cents on the dollar. Similarly, Carroll et al. (2011)
find that the financial wealth effects grows to be more
than four-to-ten cents on the dollar over the years
following a shock. Their results also suggested that about
80% of the housing wealth effect is realized in one year,
whereas a long run effect from the stock market takes
five years to approach 80%. Engelhardt (1996) finds
asymmetric wealth effects: changes in consumption are
significantly associated only with drops in housing
values. Case et al. (2005, 2013) used state-level panel
data on retail sales, household financial wealth, and
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household housing wealth to analyze the differential
impacts of these two kinds of household wealth on
household consumption, the latter of which is in these
studies (and here) approximated at the state level by
total retail sales.1

Considering the contradictions in the literature about
the different types of wealth effect, the main contribu-
tions of the present study are to extend the wealth effect
analysis in two ways. First, we estimate a single model for
the Case et al. (2005, 2013) data using a standard
dynamic panel framework, including both of the two
kinds of household wealth effects, and also simulta-
neously allowing for both endogeneity in the two house-
hold wealth growth rates (i.e., financial and housing) and
also allowing for cointegration amongst the concomitant
key levels variables.2 This allows us to compare the rela-
tive consumption impact of financial wealth fluctuations
versus housing wealth fluctuations in a single model
accounting all at once for all of the major econometric fea-
tures of their data set. Our results are therefore both more
economically coherent and statistically more valid than
those obtained previously.

Second, and most crucially, we use a recently devel-
oped econometric method, due to Ashley and Verbrugge
(2006, 2009), and Ashley et al. (2014) – which enables
us to examine how the relationship between the growth
rate of retail sales varies with the persistence of each of
these kinds of household wealth fluctuations. This
method employs one-sided Fourier filtering to decompose
each of the two wealth growth rates into several persis-
tence level components; these components are in each
case constructed so as to add up to the original wealth
series. This decomposition is described in Section 3 and
in Appendix C; it is there contrasted to alternatives, such
as HP filtering.

Why is it important to analyze the manner in which
the consumption impact of fluctuations in these two
household wealth varies with the persistence level of
the fluctuations? First, note that the ‘persistence’ referred
to here is the persistence of the recent fluctuations in the
stationary – i.e., Ið0Þ – growth rates of the these two
household wealth time series. For example, a positive
fluctuation in the growth rate of housing wealth in a
particular state which is a part of recent pattern of
positive fluctuations is what we are terming a
persistent fluctuation in this kind of wealth, whereas
an isolated positive fluctuation in housing wealth is what
we are referring to as a less persistent fluctuation. Since
we find that each of the two wealth effects does in
fact depend on the persistence level of the wealth
fluctuation, any model which does not account for this
persistence-variation is providing a single, inconsistent
1 Despite omitting important components, such as services, etc., retail
sales have been argued by Case et al. (2005, 2013) and Elbourne (2008) to
be a reasonable proxy for household consumption spending at the state
level. In particular, Elbourne (2008) finds a sample correlation of 0.95
between retail sales and consumption at the national level.

2 The models in Case et al. (2005, 2013) are not able to deal with all of
these econometric features at once in a single model.
estimate of the wealth effect, averaged over all persistent
levels.3

In addition – beyond simply finding persistence
dependence in both the stock wealth and housing wealth
coefficients – the dependence on persistence level which
we find in these coefficients is economically interesting
in form. For one thing, this dependence is quite different
for each of these two kinds of household wealth. For
another, our results with regard to the form of the per-
sistence dependence are in each case a bit surprising.
In particular, while there is no existing theory available
to predict this form, an informal appeal to the Perma-
nent Income Hypothesis would at least suggest that
these wealth effects on consumption would both be
monotonically increasing in the persistence level of the
wealth fluctuations. Such is not the case, as discussed
below.

We note that this is fundamentally an empirical paper:
we do not provide a new theory of household consumption
predicting the pattern of wealth-persistence effects which
we find. Rather, we hope that our intriguing empirical
results will motivate the development of such theories. It
is reasonable to speculate in that direction, however, and
we do so in our concluding section.

The rest of this paper is organized as following: Sec-
tion 2 summarizes the Case et al. (2013) data; Section 3
briefly discusses our econometric terminology and empir-
ical model; Section 4 presents the results, and Section 5
concludes.
2. Data

We use state-level per capita owner-occupied housing
wealth, per capita financial wealth and per capita house-
hold consumption, as imputed in Case et al. (2005, 2013).
This is virtually the only data set that has both the financial
wealth and housing wealth disaggregated to the state
level; the imputation covers a significant period of time,
from the first quarter of 1978 to the fourth quarter of
2012. This data set offers several advantages for our persis-
tence decomposition analysis: (1) The increase in both
forms of wealth has been quite unequally distributed
across geographic units; this panel offers the advantage
that the variable definitions are uniform across different
states. (2) This data set also makes it possible to define
an error correction term based on the relationships
between the level variables for each state. (3) The sample
spans over thirty years of US economic history, with a total
of 135 quarterly observations per state. This long panel
allows us to easily specify windows 16 quarters in length
for the Fourier analysis, so that only fluctuations with a
3 Our analysis is thus analogous to estimating the marginal propensity
(MPC) out of ‘temporary’ income and comparing this to an estimate of the
MPC out of ‘permanent’ income – as in Permanent Income Hypothesis
analyses, such as Campbell and Mankiw (1990) – rather than only
estimating an average of these two MPC values. Previous work in the
wealth impact area – per this analogy – has only analyzed the average MPC,
comparing the average MPC out of financial wealth to the average MPC out
of housing wealth, ignoring the fact that – as we uncover – the
consumption impact of a fluctuation in either kind of wealth depends on
the persistence of this fluctuation.



Table 1
Summary statistics for housing wealth, stock wealth, income and retail sales (growth rates).

Growth rates Observations Mean Std. Dev. Min Max

Pre-crisis periods (1978Q1–2007Q4)
Housing Wealth 6681 0.004 0.034 �0.482 0.644
Stock Wealth 6681 0.013 0.083 �2.646 2.672
Retail Sales 6681 0.003 0.017 �0.297 0.107
Income 6681 0.004 0.015 �0.182 0.185

Financial crisis and afterwards (2008Q1–2012Q4)
Housing Wealth 918 �0.012 0.034 �0.145 0.103
Stock Wealth 918 �0.006 0.083 �0.735 0.291
Retail Sales 918 �0.003 0.021 �0.084 0.043
Income 918 �0.001 0.016 �0.067 0.073

4 Windows-based software is available from the authors, which converts
a file containing a panel of sample data into a spreadsheet file whose
columns contain the corresponding frequency components for model
parameter estimation. This program allows one to specify the window
length (M) and partitions the input data series into all M possible
components, so one can make an alternative aggregation choice to that
used here.
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persistence level more than four years in length are aggre-
gated into the lowest frequency component.

One disadvantage of this dataset, however, is that per
capita consumption is approximated at the state level by
total retail sales. This is the same approximation used in
Case et al. (2005, 2013), but it is not unique to them. More-
over, per footNote 1, consumption and restail sales are
highly correlated at the national level.

We also note that Case et al. (2005, 2013) restricts the
growth rate in household financial wealth solely to the
growth rate in households’ holdings of mutual funds due
to data availability. To the extent that the sample fluctua-
tions in the growth rate of household stock holdings and
the growth rate of other financial assets (e.g., bonds) are
uncorrelated, this implicit variable omission from the
regression model is econometrically inconsequential; to
the (more likely) extent that these fluctuations are quite
highly correlated, then one can interpret the stock wealth
growth rate fluctuations in this data set as a reasonable
proxy for the concomitant fluctuations in the growth rate
of total household financial wealth.

Table 1 provides summary statistics for the Case et al.
(2013) data prior to decomposition into components of dif-
fering persistence levels. During the 1978Q1–2007Q4 pre-
crisis sample period, the growth rate of per capita housing
wealth averaged 0.4% and the stock wealth growth rates
averaged 1.3%. During and subsequent to the financial cri-
sis period, however, both of these wealth growth rates
exhibit a downward trend, with growth rates averaging
�1.2% for housing wealth and �0.6% for stock wealth.
The growth rate of retail sales also exhibits a sharp con-
traction during the financial crisis: it grew steadily with a
rate of 0.3% per year before the onset of the financial crisis,
while decreasing at a rate of 0.3% during the financial cri-
sis. Similarly, income grew at 0.4% prior to the financial cri-
sis, and shrank at a 0.1% rate thereafter. Table 1 also
displays the fact that there is more sample variation in
the growth rate of stock wealth than of housing wealth.

The decomposition method we use here originated in
Ashley and Verbrugge (2006) and Ashley and Verbrugge
(2009); it was further developed in Ashley and Tsang
(2012) and Ashley et al. (2014). The latter two papers
describe the method in detail, so here we provide only a
summary, in Appendix A.

Previewing the results of this decomposition, Fig. 1 dis-
plays a time plot of the resulting sample data for the low,
middle, and high frequency components of the growth rate
in housing wealth and stock wealth for a typical state (New
York); these add up, by construction, to the Case et al.
(2013) data set.4 The decomposition of the growth rate of
housing wealth is in the top portion of Fig. 1, whereas the
decomposition for the growth rate of stock wealth is dis-
played in the bottom portion. The difference in the persis-
tence levels of the three frequency components is clear
from comparing the three lines in each plot: The dotted line
represents the highest-frequency or least-persistent compo-
nent of the wealth variables; it includes the fastest/briefest
fluctuations in the time series. The dashed line represents
the mid-frequency component; here fluctuation reversal is
less prompt. The solid line shows the lowest frequency com-
ponents, which captures the nonlinear trend, and also any
mean-reversal behavior with a period longer than four years
in length. Comparing the low frequency bands of the growth
of housing wealth to the low frequency bands of the growth
of stock wealth, we see that the New York stock wealth time
series is more volatile – i.e., less persistent – than the hous-
ing wealth series.

3. Empirical model

Our empirical model is specified as the following:

Dsit ¼ k0iDx! it þ ðb!stockÞ0
Dastock low

it

Dastock mid
it

Dastock high
it

2
64

3
75

þðb!houseÞ0
Dahouse low

it

Dahouse mid
it

Dahouse high
it

2
64

3
75þ eit

ð1Þ

For the i ¼ 1 . . .51 states (including the District of Colum-
bia) and t ¼ 1 . . .135 quarters of data assembled by Case
et al. (2013), Dx

!
it includes the other explanatory variables

they specify: e.g., the intercept, Dsi;t�1, and the error-
correction term. The vector-valued parameter k0i is notated
with subscript i to allow for its intercept component to be
state-specific in the usual fixed-effects fashion.
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Fig. 1. Time plots of decomposed housing wealth and stock wealth growth rates for the New York State data.
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Eq. 1 decomposes the two Case et al. (2013) wealth
growth rate variables (Dastock

it and Dahouse
it ) each into the

three persistence levels indicated below:5

1. Dawealth type low
it is defined as the component of Dawealth type

it

which corresponds to fluctuations persisting for more
than sixteen quarters (the ‘‘low-frequency’’ or ‘‘high-
persistence’’ component).

2. Dawealth type mid
it is defined as the component of

Dawealth type
it which corresponds to fluctuations persisting

for more than four, but less than sixteen quarters (the
‘‘mid-frequency component’’).

3. Dawealth type high
it is defined as the component of

Dawealth type
it which corresponds to fluctuations persisting

for four quarters or less (the ‘‘high-frequency’’ or ‘‘low-
persistence’’ component).

Note that this decomposition actually partitions each
wealth growth rate series into these three ‘‘frequency
bands’’ or ‘‘persistence levels’’. Thus, the three persistence
components for each wealth series sum up precisely to the
5 Here ‘‘wealth_type’’ can be either housing wealth (housing) or financial
wealth (stock). As is explained in Appendix A, the 16-quarter moving
window used here – so as to make the filtering one-sided, and hence
immune to statistical distortions due to any feedback in the consumption-
wealth relationships – also limits the number of mathematically possible
frequency components in the present study to just nine. We aggregate
those nine components into these three wealth types primarily for ease of
interpretation.
original Case et al. (2013) data series. Therefore, allowing
for persistence dependence in the relationships between
the retail sales growth rate and the two wealth growth
rates reduces to simply replacing each wealth growth rate
series by a weighted sum of its three persistence compo-
nents, and then testing the null hypothesis that the three
estimated weights – either (bstock

1i ; bstock
2i ; bstock

3i Þ or
(bhouse

1i ; bhouse
2i ; bhouse

3i Þ – are equal.
A lagged error-correction term is included as one com-

ponent of the vector Dx
!

it . The coefficient on the error-cor-
rection term in our model quantifies the effect on the
current growth rate of retail sales due to the level of retail
sales being, for example, above the value one would expect,
given the long-term equilibrium relationship this level var-
iable has with other cointegrating variables (such as the
level of household income and of each kind of wealth).
The specification of this term is described in Appendix B.

We also follow the Case et al. (2005, 2013) contempora-
neous specification of the retail sales-wealth relationships
and therefore allow for likely endogeneity in the six
wealth growth rate components. Lastly, we separate the
wealth effects estimates for the financial crisis period
(2008Q1–2012Q4) from those of the prior periods, as there
appears to be a structural shift at that point; this issue is
discussed below in Section 4 and Appendix C. We estimate
Eq. 1 using standard GMM fixed-effects dynamic panel
data estimation methods, allowing for both a lagged
dependent variable, the endogeneity in the wealth
variables, a state-specific linear time trend, and – per fixed



Table 2
Estimation results for wealth coefficients Eq. 1.
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effects – for non-homogeneity in the state-level model
intercept.6
Lowfreq
Stock

Midfreq
Stock

Highfreq
Stock

Lowfreq
House

Midfreq
House

Highfreq
House

0.0937⁄⁄⁄ 0.0491⁄⁄ 0.119⁄⁄⁄ 0.190⁄⁄⁄ 0.410⁄⁄⁄ �0.0399
(0.0226) (0.0194) (0.0159) (0.0334) (0.0428) (0.0557)

Note: ⁄⁄⁄P < 0.01, ⁄⁄P < 0.05, ⁄P < 0.1. Robust standard errors in parentheses.

Table 3
Inference results for wealth coefficients in Eq. 1.

P-value for Ho: no frequency dependence

Stock wealth Housing wealth Both wealth variables
<0.0005 <0.0005 <0.0005

P-value for Ho: housing wealth effect equals stock wealth effect
Low frequency band Mid frequency band Both bands
0.0038 <0.0005 <0.0005

Note: ‘‘Low Frequency Band’’ corresponds to the wealth components
whose fluctuations are most persistent; similarly, ‘‘High Frequency Band’’
corresponds to the least persistent fluctuations. Since the coefficient on
HighfreqHousei,t is statistically insignificant (with the opposite sign), the
hypothesis that its coefficient equals that on HighfreqStocki,t is not rele-
vant and thus not included in the joint test of the null hypothesis that the
housing wealth effect equals the stock wealth effect.

7 Because the five frequency components aggregated into Highfreq-
Housei,t are individually so noisy, several of these components yield
4. Results

Tables 2 and 3 display the coefficient estimation and
inference results on the set of six persistence-specific
wealth growth coefficients – three persistence levels on
each of two wealth growth rates – for the sample period
of 1978 to 2007Q4, prior to the onset of the financial crisis.
Since the dependent variable in Eq. 1 is the growth rate in
retail sales and each of the six wealth explanatory vari-
ables is a persistence-specific component of a growth rate,
each coefficient in Table 2 is interpretable in the usual way,
as an elasticity estimate. Thus, for example, Table 2 indi-
cates that a 1% increase in housing wealth that is expected
to persist for 1 to 4 years should on average, all else equal,
lead to a 0.41% increase in retail sales.

Analogous results on the sample period 2008Q1 to
2012Q4 – i.e., including the data from the financial crisis
through the end of the available sample period – are of les-
ser interest because it is evident that the Case, et al. (2013)
model summarized in Eq. 1 breaks down at that point. In
particular, we tested for this structural shift by including
a coefficient-shift dummy variable (set to one for all time
periods subsequent to 2007Q4) on every explanatory vari-
able. The joint null hypothesis of coefficient stability is
rejected with P < 0.0005, and this result is not sensitive
to minor changes in the onset date. More importantly, sev-
eral of the resulting wealth coefficient estimates are signif-
icant and negative in this later period; these results are
tabulated in Appendix C.

Turning to Table 2, the first thing to notice is that the
estimated coefficients on the six frequency/persistence-
specific wealth growth rate variables are all positive – as
one would expect – except for a very small (and statisti-
cally insignificant) negative coefficient on HighfreqHouseit.
Fluctuations in housing wealth which reverse within four
quarters evidently have no impact on household consump-
tion, quantified here by retail sales. Continuing:

� The consumption responses to fluctuations in both
kinds of household wealth are substantially fre-
quency/persistence-specific, with a quite different fre-
quency pattern for each of the two wealth types.
� For both low and medium frequency wealth fluctuations,

the consumption responses to fluctuations in housing
wealth are significantly larger than those due to fluctua-
tions in stock wealth, economically and statistically.

More specifically, the inference results in Table 3 indi-
cate that the null hypothesis that the three frequency/per-
sistence-specific coefficients on each household wealth
fluctuation variable are equal can be rejected with
P < 0.0005; the joint test that the four parameter restric-
tions corresponding to testing the null hypothesis that this
is the case for both household wealth variables at once can
6 Models including quadratic trends or no trend at all yielded higher BIC
values and similar results; these are available from the authors on request.
be rejected with P < 0.0005 also. Substantial frequency
dependence is clearly an important feature in both parts
of the household consumption-wealth relationship.

Moreover, the pattern of the frequency dependence is
quite distinct for fluctuations in the two kinds of household
wealth. For housing wealth, it is fluctuations in the mid-fre-
quency band (i.e., MidfreqHousei,t, which corresponds to
fluctuation with periods between five quarters and four
years) which are overwhelmingly most important; in fact
– as noted above – fluctuations in HighfreqHousei,t appear
to have no statistically significant impact on consumption
at all.7 Notably, the coefficient on MidfreqHousei,t substan-
tially (and significantly) exceeds that on LowfreqHouse i,t; this
is not what one would expect. In contrast, for household
stock wealth, it is clearly fluctuations in LowfreqStocki,t and
HighfreqStocki,t which influence consumption the most.

Next we compare the relative impact of a fluctuation in
each kind of wealth, disaggregated by persistence level. For
household wealth fluctuations in the mid-frequency band,
the estimated coefficient on the growth rate in housing
wealth substantially exceeds that on stock wealth; the null
hypothesis that the difference in these two coefficients is
zero can be very strongly rejected, with P < 0.0005. Simi-
larly, the null hypothesis of equal housing and stock
wealth impacts can also be strongly rejected for the low-
frequency band (P = 0.006). In contrast, for high frequency
wealth fluctuations, the impact on consumption of changes
in housing wealth is statistically insignificant, whereas an
increase in stock wealth has a modest positive consump-
tion impact which is very statistically significant: the null
perverse (negative) coefficient estimates when included individually.
However, their sum is not significantly different from zero at the 1% level;
in view of the number of tests being individually examined here, we
interpret those estimates as random sampling variation.



Table C.1
Estimation results for Eq. 1: non-wealth variables in the pre-crisis periods.

Lag (1)
Dependent

Lag (2)
Dependent

Error
correction

Change
in

Variable Variable Term Income

�0.0449⁄⁄ 0.104⁄⁄⁄ �0.121⁄⁄⁄ 0.609⁄⁄⁄

(0.0175) (0.0163) (0.0150) (0.0648)

Note: ⁄⁄⁄P < 0.01, ⁄P < 0.05, ⁄P < 0.1. Robust standard errors in parentheses.
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hypothesis that this coefficient is zero can be rejected with
P < 0.0005. The inference results in Tables 2 and 3 thus
allow us to analyze this issue more informatively than
was possible in previous studies, because we address it
separately for wealth fluctuations at each of the three fre-
quency or persistence levels8 (see Table C.1).

Since the dependent variable in Eq. 1 is the growth rate
in retail sales and each of the six wealth explanatory vari-
ables is a persistence-specific component of a growth rate
component, each coefficient in Table 2 is interpretable in
the usual way, as an elasticity estimate. Thus, for example,
Table 2 indicates that a 1% increase in housing wealth that
is expected to persist for 1 to 4 years should on average, all
else equal, lead to a 0.41% increase in retail sales.

5. Conclusions

This paper is the first effort in the literature to empiri-
cally examine the differential impact of both housing and
stock wealth fluctuations on state-level retail sales across
different levels of persistence in these wealth fluctuations.
As noted earlier, we follow Elbourne (2008) and Case et al.
(2005, 2013) in interpreting these results as shedding light
regarding the analogous impacts of fluctuations in these
two kinds of household wealth on household consumption
spending. While we leave the formal construction of new
theories of household consumption spending based on
these results to others – whose comparative advantages
are better aligned to that task – we view our empirical
findings as new ‘stylized facts’ which any such theories
should be able to generate, but we do conjecture below
on what these new ‘‘facts’’ might mean.

One clear-cut finding that emerges from our empirical
work is that, at least for the period prior to the 2008 finan-
cial crisis, the persistence level of wealth fluctuations is
highly consequential to their impact on household con-
sumption spending.

Thus, for example, our results confirm the Case et al.
(2005, 2013) result that state-level fluctuations in house-
hold consumption depend much more strongly on fluctua-
tions in housing wealth than on fluctuations in stock
8 Appendix C provides more detail on the estimation results; in
particular, Table C.1 lists the coefficient and standard error estimates for
all of the non-wealth coefficients. Summarizing, these estimated coefficient
on retail sales lagged two quarters is statistically significant; the estimated
coefficient on a third lag in this variable is statistically insignificant when
this variable is included in the model specification, so two lags were
necessary and also sufficient. The estimated coefficients on these two lags
in the dependent variable sum to less than one, as they should for a
dynamically stable estimated model. Finally, the estimated coefficient on
the error-correction term is statistically significant and has the negative
sign one would expect.
wealth; but we find that this is the case only for wealth
fluctuations with a reversion period of more than a year.
These results reinforce the notion that housing is more
than just a financial asset: housing services are part of con-
sumption, in addition to housing itself playing a role as col-
lateral in financial markets.

We also find that households typically ignore short
term, quickly-reversed shocks to housing wealth, but re-
spond much more intensely if the shock lasts longer than
a year. Our result that housing wealth fluctuations appear
to have no statistically significant effect on household con-
sumption at all for reversion periods of a year or less could
be due to the relative illiquidity of housing wealth. But this
still leaves our finding that a low frequency fluctuation in
the housing wealth growth rate has a larger consumption
impact than a medium frequency fluctuation of equal size
something of a puzzle: one would expect the opposite.

In contrast to these results on housing wealth, we find
that fluctuations with a reversion period of between one
and four years in wealth held as stock appear to have no
statistically significant effect on household consumption,
but have a statistically significant, albeit modest, positive
impact on household consumption spending when these
fluctuations are of either low persistence (i.e., tend to
revert within a year) or very high persistence (i.e., persist
for more than four years). As with the analogous housing
wealth result, it is intriguing to find that the consumption
impact of a stock wealth fluctuation is not monotonically
increasing in the persistence level of the fluctuation. This
result suggests to us that financial wealth impacts house-
hold consumption spending through two distinct eco-
nomic mechanisms. We conjecture that one of these
mechanisms operates through fluctuations in a stochastic
discount rate whereas the other operates through an asset
pricing channel.

In closing, our results clearly indicate that the dynamics
by which household consumption spending – at least as
proxied for by retail sales – reacts to fluctuations in wealth
held as stock (versus fluctuations in wealth held as hous-
ing) are distinctly different. In particular, both the overall
size and the dynamics of these reactions depend on the
persistence of each kind of wealth fluctuation. Moreover
– interestingly – our results clearly indicate that more
‘‘permanent’’ fluctuations in either kind of wealth do not
necessarily have a larger impact on consumption spending.
These strictly empirical results suggest to us the existence
of a rich vein for theorists to mine.
Appendix A. Decomposition of housing and financial
wealth growth rates into frequency
(persistence) components

This section describes the decomposition of the two
Case et al. (2013) wealth growth rate variables (Dastock

it

and Dahouse
it ) defined in Section 3 each into the three

persistence components used in Eq. 1.9 A more extensive
9 We carry the state subscript (iÞ throughout this section solely for
notational consistency. This section is only concerned with the persistence
decomposition of the time-series data from one particular (the ‘‘ith ’’) state.



12 Note that the foregoing process amounts to applying a particular fixed,
albeit nonlinear, filter to the original wealth data, a filter which is
completely determined by the window length choice. No estimation is
involved, so there is no reason to worry about ‘generated variable’ bias in
the estimated standard errors for coefficients obtained by replacing the
original wealth data by these frequency components in the regression
model.

13 One could, on the other hand, reasonably contemplate applying a
standard bandpass filter – i.e., Baxter and King (1999) – repeatedly to the
wealth data in each window, to produce components identified by
frequency which still add up to the original series. Such filters can even
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description is available in Ashley and Verbrugge (2006,
2009) and Ashley et al. (2014).

The general idea of the Ashley–Verbrugge decomposi-
tion approach is to partition a time-series into frequency
(persistence) components using a discrete-time Fourier
transform applied to a moving window of length M peri-
ods. This transformation is embodied in the M �M ortho-
normal matrix A. In the present application, where M is
specified to be of length sixteen quarters, the q; jð Þelement
of the matrix A is defined as:

as;j ¼

ð 1
16Þ

1
2; for q ¼ 1

ð 2
16Þ

1
2 cosðpqðj�1Þ

16 Þ; for q ¼ 2;4;6; . . . 14

ð 2
16Þ

1
2 sinðpðq�1Þðj�1Þ

16 Þ; for q ¼ 3;5;7; . . . 15

ð 1
16Þ

1
2ð�1Þjþ1

; for q ¼ 16

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

ðA1Þ

While at first glance somewhat opaque, this transforma-
tion is actually quite intuitive once it is unpacked a bit.
Imagine applying the transformation A to wt , the sixteen
quarterly observations on housing wealth (Dahouse

it Þ com-
prising a particular window of data on the time series for
state i. The first row of A is just a constant, so the series
Awt amounts to a sixteen-quarter moving average of the
housing wealth data. As the window moves through the
data set, this component (based on the first row of A) picks
up any non-linear trend in Dahouse

it and leads to the zero-fre-
quency (highest persistence) component of Dahouse

it .10

The elements in the second and third rows of A vary
sinusoidally, completing one complete cycle across their
sixteen columns. Each of these rows (multiplied by wt)
picks up the portion of the sample variation in wt that var-
ies slowly across the sixteen quarters and ignores any fluc-
tuations in wt that essentially reverse themselves fairly
quickly – i.e., within a few quarters.

In contrast, the final (sixteenth) row of the A matrix is
(1

4, �1
4 ;

1
4 ;
�1
4 ,. . ., 1

4 ;
�1
4 ). This row (multiplied by wt) picks up

only the portions of the sample variation in wt which vary
quite quickly, essentially reversing themselves within a
couple of quarters. Indeed, if wt is close to constant over
the sixteen quarters of data in the window, then this six-
teenth component of Awt will be almost zero.

Similarly, the middle rows of A extract the sample var-
iation wt with moderate persistence – i.e., which tends to
‘‘self-reverse’’ within a period of a year or two.

The vector Awt thus has sixteen components, corre-
sponding to the nine distinct frequencies allowed by a win-
dow of this length.11 To obtain the time domain values for
this window corresponding to, for example, the lowest
non-zero frequency, one need only zero out the first compo-
nent and components four through sixteen of Awt and then
10 Were the data so persistent as to be I(1), the zero-frequency component
would also include a linear time trend estimated to the data for each
window.

11 Looking at the rows of A as defined in Eq. A1, the first row corresponds
to a frequency of zero – or fluctuations of arbituarily large persistence.
Rows two and three correspond to the lowest non-zero frequency – or
fluctuations with a self-reversal period of sixteen quarters; rows four and
five both correspond to fluctuations with a period of 16

2 or eight quarters.
And so forth, with the sixteenth row corresponding to the ninth (highest)
frequency and a self-reversal period of just two quarters.
left-multiply the result by the matrix At , which is the inverse
of A. This yields a vector whose last (sixteenth) element is
the period-t component of the wealth vector wt for this win-
dow corresponding to this particular frequency. The compo-
nents of wt corresponding to the other frequencies are
obtained in similar fashion, by zeroing out other compo-
nents of Awt . Finally, the components of wtþ1 at each fre-
quency are obtained by moving the window ahead one
period, so as to end in period t þ 1 – i.e., by using wtþ1

instead of wt in the procedure just described.12

The foregoing decomposition is substantially preferable
than that which could have been obtained by simply HP fil-
tering each wealth series, as neither the filtered series nor
its deviation from the original wealth data would in that
case have any specific interpretation as a component with
a well-defined persistence level or reversion period. Nor,
relatedly, could such a filtration method model yield com-
ponents with more than two levels of persistence.13

The filtering (partitioning) of Dahouse
it or Dastock

it into per-
sistence components does involve a few technical compli-
cations; see Ashley and Tsang (2012, 2014) for details on
these.14 However, a couple of these complications are worth
at least pointing out here.

As noted above, limiting the window length implies
that any fluctuations in the time series which are so persis-
tent as to be essentially constant over a period of this
length are relegated to the lowest (zero-frequency) compo-
nent, along with any (possibly non-linear) trend. In fact,
with a sixteen-quarter window, fluctuations with a self-
reversal period in excess of sixteen quarters are indistin-
guishable from this trend. On the other hand, our use of
a moving window of limited length imparts several impor-
tant countervailing advantages which make up for this
limitation.

In particular, this moving window approach allows us
to make the decomposition a strictly one-sided filtering:
that is, each frequency (or persistence) component of the
time series at time t depends only on data in time period
t and previous periods. This is accomplished by using as
the filtered components of the time series at time t only
be optimal for arbitrarily long windows, albeit not for the relatively short
windows used here. But we find these filters to be opaque – i.e., essentially
a ‘black box’ – for anyone not an expert in spectral analysis. Nevertheless,
because this approach is feasible, it was tried out in Ashley et al. (2014);
there it was found to yield regression inference results very similar to those
obtained using the decomposition procedure described here.

14 In particular, the discussion above supresses the fact that Fourier
analysis with windows this short requires that the window using data up
through period t must be extended by several periods, using simple
forecasts of the data for the following periods. This complication elimates
undesirable ‘‘end-effects’’ in the decomposition and is pre-programmed
into the implementing computer codes.



Table B.1
ADF cointegration test results.

State Test statistic P-value for Ho

Alabama �3.147 0.023
Arizona �3.804 0.003
California �3.138 0.024
Colorado �3.570 0.006
D.C. �3.096 0.027
Idaho �3.158 0.023
Illinois �2.926 0.042
Indiana �3.280 0.016
Iowa �4.369 0.000
Kansas �4.416 0.000
Kentucky �3.195 0.020
Lousianna �3.963 0.002
Minnesota �3.434 0.010
Mississippi �4.880 0.000
Missouri �3.830 0.003
Montana �4.219 0.001
Nebraska �3.571 0.006
New Mexico �3.679 0.004
North Carolina �2.864 0.050
Oklahoma �3.412 0.011
Pennsylvania �3.694 0.004
South Carolina �3.319 0.014
Utah �4.071 0.001
Washington �3.927 0.002
Wisconsin �3.247 0.017
Wyoming �2.998 0.035

Note: The null hypothesis tested here is that the error correction term is
I(1) - i.e., there is not a valid co-integration relationship for this state.
Thus, ECMi;t is a valid error-correction term, at the 5% level of significance,
for each state listed here.
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the last (period t) value obtainable from the window end-
ing in period t, then – as noted above – moving the window
along one period, so as to obtain the filtered components
for period t þ 1, and so forth. This feature is essential
because Fourier transformation inherently mixes future
and past values together. Thus, if all of the data were dealt
with at once, rather than using this moving window
approach, then OLS estimation of regression model param-
eters using these frequency components would be incon-
sistent if the original time series is in a feedback
relationship with the dependent variable. The dependent
variable here is the growth rate of state-level retail sales,
so it is not unreasonable to fear feedback between it and
the wealth growth rate variables. Thus, one-sided filtering
is essential.

Finally – per the discussion above – windows limited
to sixteen quarters in length necessarily restrict the num-
ber of possible distinct frequencies to just nine. Thus,
each wealth time series can be partitioned into nine fre-
quency (persistence) levels which add up, by construc-
tion, to the original wealth time series. We could have
simply replaced each of the two wealth series in the
regression model by these nine frequency components,
but we instead chose to aggregate these nine components
into the three components discussed in Section 1: a ‘‘low-
frequency’’ component corresponding to the nonlinear
(moving average) trend (including any fluctuations with
a reversion period in excess of sixteen quarters); a
‘‘mid-frequency’’ component corresponding to any fluctu-
ations with a reversion period more than four, but less
than sixteen quarters in length; and a ‘‘high-frequency’’
component corresponding to all fluctuations with rever-
sion period of four quarters or less. This aggregation
reduces the number of regression coefficients to be esti-
mated – from sixteen additional coefficients for the two
decomposed wealth variables down to just four additional
coefficients. The big payoff from it, however, is that these
aggregated components are more economically interpret-
able, as corresponding to fluctuations which persist for
more than four years, for between one and four years,
and for a year or less, respectively.
15 Case et al. (2013) specify an error correction term ei;t ¼ ci;t�1 � yi;t�1

based on their rejection of a unit root in this time series in their 2005 paper,
but do not include it in most of their models.
Appendix B. Integration and Co-integation issues

As one might expect from the discussion in Section 1,
we find that the levels variables (sit; ahouse

it ; astock
it , and yit)

are integrated of order one – i.e., Ið1Þ – for each state. Each
of these variables is therefore modeled, as in Case et al.
(2013), in growth rate form; we then tested for co-
integration.

We first conducted the Sarno (2000) multivariate aug-
mented Dickey-Fuller (MADF) panel unit root test. The
null hypothesis that the data for all fifty-one states are
non-cointegrated is rejected with a P-value less than
0.0005. We then conducted the Johansen and Juselius
(1990) test for the data on each state, so as to investigate
the number of cointegrating relationships in each case.
This testing indicates that there is at most a single cointe-
grating relationship in roughly half of the states and none
in the rest.
We estimate a long run co-integrating relationship
between retail sales, income and wealth in each of these
states, of form15:

ECMit ¼ sit �ck1 astock
it �ck2 ahouse

it �ck3 yit ðB1Þ

Specifically, we estimated Eq. B1 for each state, and then
ran an ADF unit root test on the resulting fitting errors. If
the null hypothesis of Ið1Þ is rejected at the 5% level, then
Eq. B1 is a valid co-integrating relationship for that state;
Table B.1 lists the twenty-six states for which this is the
case. We then defined the error-correction term to have
value zero for all observations in the states for which no
valid co-integration relationship was found and to equal
ECMit for the others. We find that the error correction term,
so defined, enters the estimated fixed-effects regression
model, lagged, with a statistically significant (and nega-
tive) coefficient: P < 0:0005 on the two-tailed test.

Appendix C. Model estimation details

Following Case et al. (2005, 2013), we consider it highly
likely that income and both wealth variables are endoge-
nous in Eq. 1: there is no compelling reason to think that
partitioning either of the two wealth variables into the
three frequency components discussed above eliminates
this endogeneity. Therefore, Eq. 1 was estimated as a



Table C.2
Estimation results for Eq. 1: coefficients specific to 2008Q1–2012Q4 sub-
period.

Lowfreq Midfreq Highfreq Lowfreq Midfreq Highfreq

Stock Stock Stock House House House

0.0467 0.292⁄⁄⁄ �0.299⁄⁄⁄ �0.255⁄⁄⁄ 0.110⁄⁄⁄ �0.145⁄⁄⁄

(0.0458) (0.0570) (0.0332) (0.0644) (0.0127) (0.0249)

Note: ⁄⁄⁄P < 0.01, ⁄⁄P < 0.05, ⁄P < 0.1. Robust standard errors in parentheses.
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dynamic panel data model via 2-step GMM16 using three
and four lags of the growth rate in retail sales, and using
two, three, and four lags of the growth rate in income,
Dawealth type low

it ;Dawealth type mid
it and Dawealth type high

it as instru-
ments for the growth rate in retail sales, the growth rate
in income, Dawealth type low

it ;Dawealth type mid
it and Dawealth type high

it .
Two lags of the growth rate in retail sales (the dependent
variable) were needed as explanatory variables, so the sec-
ond lag of this variable was not available as an instrument.17

The asymptotic validity of all of the standard error esti-
mates and hypothesis test P-values discussed in the tables
below hinges on an assumption that the model error (eit) in
Eq. 1 is well-behaved. Serial non-autocorrelation in ei;t is
ensured by the inclusion of a sufficient number of lags in
the dependent variable; two-step GMM estimation ensures
that any heteroskedasticity in eit is not problematic.

However, plots of the fitting errors for each of the 51
states display three isolated outliers amongst the 6,885
sample observations, arising from 135 quarters of data
for each of the 51 states. These outliers in the fitting errors
arise because the Case et al. (2013) data set contains three
notable anomalies, which consist of very large values for
components of (Dsit;Dastock

it ;Dahouse
it Þ in 1998Q4 for Idaho,

in 1998Q4 for Illinois, and in 2003Q4 for Maryland. The
model was consequently re-estimated with these three
states omitted from the sample; this re-estimation yielded
very similar coefficient estimates, but (for the lowest and
the highest frequency bands) notably more precise infer-
ences on the key results regarding the larger impact of
housing wealth (versus stock wealth) fluctuations on retail
sales. Therefore, all of the results discussed in Section 4 are
based on the model dropping the data for these three states.18

Finally, because of the relevance and intensity of the
financial crisis beginning in 2008, an explicit allowance
was made for the possibility of a structural shift in all of
the estimated model coefficients, beginning in the first
quarter of 2008.19 This was accomplished by defining two
16 See Baum et al. (2007) and Arellano and Bond (1991); their estimation
procedure is implemented in the Stata command ivreg2 (gmm2s).

17 Using two lags (and more) of the dependent variable and of the other
explanatary variables as instruments is the standard procedure in dynamic
panel data models like this one. Specifically, Judson and Owen (1999) find
that a ‘restricted GMM’ estimator that uses a subset of the available lagged
values as instruments increases computational efficiency without materi-
ally reducing statistical performance. Starting from the second lag of these
instruments helps meet several potential objections to the IV model, as
discussed in Campbell and Mankiw (1990).

18 With a total of 6,885 observations, the omission of the data from these
three states (comprising just 6% of the total sample) creates only a trivial
loss in the actual estimation precision. (Recall that estimation precision
varies, roughly, as the reciprocal of the square root of the sample size; so 6%
more data yields only 3% more precision.) The displayed precision in the
estimated coefficients is, of course, actually enhanced by dropping the data
from these three states, because the estimated variance of the model error
term is no longer upwardly biased by the presence of the outliers. Our data
set is now a sample – rather than a complete collection – of the states,
albeit hopefully a reasonably representative one. This seems preferable to
including questionable data series for these three states and then having to
use dummy variables in the estimation model (to allow for the anomaly in
the retail sales data for Maryland) and interpolation – prior to the
frequency decomposition – to artificially eliminate the anomalies in the
stock wealth data for Idaho and Illinois.

19 Our results are insensitive to variations in the starting period for this
dummy variable.
dummy variables: one which is set to one for every period
from 1975Q1 through 2007Q4 (and zero thereafter) and
another which is set to one only for the period commencing
with quarter 2008Q1. Interacting each of these two dummy
variables with all of the model explanatory variables made it
convenient to separately estimate all of the coefficient esti-
mates (along with their concomitant standard error esti-
mates) for both periods. As noted in Section 4, the joint
null hypothesis that each coefficient is the same for both
periods is rejected with P < 0:0005. Thus there is very strong
evidence of a structural shift at this point. Unfortunately, the
resulting parameter estimates for this later period, displayed
in Table C.2 are quite wild, with significant and perverse
signs on several wealth variables. We conclude, therefore,
that the Eq. 1 model specification of Case et al. (2013) simply
breaks down at this point and decline to interpret the coef-
ficient estimates for this latter period.
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